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Twin Ports labor orgs mark
Workers Memorial Day
Workers Memorial Day
observances on April 23 and 25
in the Twin Ports were met
with sunshine and clear skies,
good days for remembering.
The Duluth ceremony was
kicked off with a free pancake
breakfast in the Wellstone Hall
of the Labor Temple, attended
by union members, elected
officials and other community
members. Honored this year
was Michael Grigoni, 63, who

fell in an elevator shaft at the
Androy Hotel in Superior last
August. The ceremony is
meant to honor all people who
have lost their lives in the
course of doing their jobs.
The late spring day provided a sunny backdrop for the
serious occasion, as Duluth
Central Labor Body President
Beth McCuskey led the ceremony. “We want to make sure
See MEMORIAL, page 5

The first reports out of
Superior were dire: an explosion, a fire, casualties. The
incident at the Husky Energy
oil refinery triggered an emergency response across two
states, including general evacuations. As the company and
regulators begin the long
process of investigating what
happened and determining
what the next step is, hundreds
of union trades workers are
watching and waiting with
them.
April 26 started out like
any other, says an electrician
with Local 242. He was on site
for work at the refinery that
Thursday, and he shared his
eyewitness experience of the
explosion. (The Labor World
is not naming him.)
“We got there and got
everything in order — safety
plans, work schedules, permits, all those types of things,”
he said. “Things weren’t different than any other day.”
His crew went on break at

Officials blocked off access to Husky Energy before smoke
billowed over the Twin Ports area on April 26.
9:30, as were many of the
“It was like something hit
crews on site. The lack of the conex [storage trailer] —
severe casualties is likely due there was a loud bang, like
to that fact: Most people were someone had dropped somein trailers wrapping up their thing from a crane,” he said. “I
midmorning break at the time ran out, and that’s when the
of the blast, shortly after 10 big explosion went up.”
a.m., rather than in the working areas.
See REFINERY...page 2

Fill your bags: Letter carriers prepare for annual nationwide food drive
It’s time for the nation’s
largest one-day food drive: The
National Association of Letter
Carriers will hold their 26th
Annual Stamp Out Hunger ®
Food Drive on Saturday, May
12. Letter Carriers and volunteers in the Twin Ports, on the
Iron Range and up the North
Shore are preparing to collect
and sort food donations. Last
year, carriers collected and
delivered more than 71 million
pounds of non-perishable food
across the country to community food banks, pantries and
shelters.
Letter Carriers pick up the
food on their mail routes, but
the amount of food fills the
trucks quickly, so they welcome volunteers to help move
bags and cans on Saturday
from main post offices and
other collection sites. This
year’s local sponsors include
the Head of the Lakes United
Way,
SuperOne
Foods,

SiebenCarey
law
firm,
Advantage Emblem and
Screen Printing, Lakehead
Constructors,
the UFCW,
Share Advantage Credit Union,
Jeff Foster Trucking, the
Duluth Central Labor Body
and Cub Foods. National partners include the NALC, the
USPS, the National Rural
Letter Carriers Association,
United Way, AFL-CIO, Valpak,
Valassis and the UFCW.
The annual event is vital for
food banks and shelters, as the
spring season typically sees a
drop in donations. Need is
urgent during the summer, as
children who aren’t in school
don’t always have access to
food programs. Across the
country, more than 40 million
people struggle with hunger.
Letter carriers ask donors to
set out nonperishable food
items before the carrier’s normal pickup time — the earlier
the better. In addition, remember that carriers will be collecting food as well as delivering
and collecting mail as usual, so
pickup time could be slightly
later than usual. Letter carriers
recommend having the bags at
your mailbox by 9 a.m.
Scott Van Daele of
CHUM’s East Food Shelf
coordinates volunteers in
Duluth. Families and youth
groups are welcome to volunteer to help collect food left at
mailboxes. The organization is
See FOOD DRIVE...page 6
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Whole Foods Co-op ratifies first contract
With a 67-1 vote, workers
at Whole Foods Co-op in
Duluth overwhelmingly voted
in favor of the proposed settlement and ratified their first
Union contract.
The union said the bargaining committee and the
employer took the time necessary to make sure that they
built an agreement that
worked for everybody.
The year-long bargaining

process ensured all voices
were heard at the bargainin
table and resulted in a twoyear contract that will provide
improved wages, benefits and
working conditions for members as well as improvements
to seniority language, more
frequent
pay
periods,
improved job bidding and promotion, and a voice in the
workplace.
The Union committee did

an awesome job making sure
that their co-workers stayed
informed throughout the year
long process and ensured that
the voices of all were heard at
the
bargaining
table.
Congratulations to the committee and to all of the members at the Denfeld and
Hillside stores for standing
together and earning your first
Union contract.
— UFCW1189.org

Sen. Booker at DFL Dinner
The Minnesota Democratic-Farmer-Labor (DFL) Party has announced that U.S. Senator Cory
Booker (D-NJ) will be the keynote speaker at the party’s 7th annual Humphrey-Mondale Dinner
on Friday, May 18.
“The DFL is honored to have U.S. Senator Cory Booker speak at this year’s HumphreyMondale Dinner,” DFL Chairman Ken Martin said. “As we head into this pivotal election year, I
can think of no better way to energize our party than with one of our fastest rising stars. We are
excited to welcome Senator Booker to Minnesota.”
The DFL Humphrey-Mondale dinner will be held at the St. Paul RiverCentre at 6 p.m. on
Friday, May 18, with the Governor’s Reception beginning at 5 p.m. Tickets and further information are available http://humphreymondaledinner.com/ or to purchase by phone, contact Tyler
Blackmon at 651-251-6390 or tblackmon@dfl.org

Refinery fire: ‘It was like a bomb got
dropped,’ ‘miracle no one killed’...from page 1
The electrician said he
knew there were two co-workers near the explosion, and
when he saw the fireball, he
expected the worst. “It froze
your mind for a second — you
think you’re watching them
die,” he said. “That was the
worst thing about the whole
ordeal. You have this hopeless
feeling. And then a couple seconds go by and you realize
you have to get out.”
The electrician said his
foreman also hesitated a
moment, considering whether
to go after them, but safety
training kicked in and they
knew it was more important to
get out than to get in the way
of first responders.
The electrician said the
power was out, and there was
some confusion as people
made their escape, but everyone in the area was able to
gather at the emergency
muster point.
“We finally got a call from
the two other guys and found
out they were okay — they
were in the control unit, which
was explosion-proof,” he said.
“I’ve got to say, for what we

witnessed, it was like a bomb
got dropped on the plant. The
fact that there are no fatalities…it’s just miraculous. It
was that big.”
Another electrician with
Local 242 said he and another
worker had just left their trailer for break and were driving
through the area near the
explosion. “We got about 30
yards from the trailer and
there was a big, huge bang,”
he said. “We looked up and
saw black stuff floating — it
looked like when you burn
paper and stuff starts to flutter
in the air, but I’m assuming it
was all steel and metal. With
all the metal and stuff, it’s a
miracle no one was killed.”
He said he started running
and following the crowd to the
closest gate. He waited in the
parking lot for a couple of
hours, because he had left his
car keys in the trailer.
When the fire started up
again, he wanted to leave the
area, but still couldn’t get to
his keys. “I just wanted to get
as far away as possible, but I
couldn’t leave, and I was not
real happy at all.”

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Tuesday, May 8, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566
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As the smoke intensified,
he said he jumped into the
back of a passing pickup truck
to get off the property, then got
out at the Mariner Mall and
called a friend to pick him up.
He agreed that the fact that
no one was killed was a miracle, and that the timing of the
breaks people were taking
most likely saved lives.
The first electrician, who
has been in the trade for more
than five years, said he was
impressed by the solidarity
and brotherhood shown in the
aftermath. “All different
trades, everybody was concerned for one another, checking on one another,” he said.
“You really saw the unity
between all the tradesmen.”
The refinery is a huge
source of work for many
trades, and many involved can
expect wait times through the
investigation and cleanup
stages.
“It’s important that we’re
brave enough to back in there
and do our jobs,” the first electrician said. “It was comforting seeing the brotherhood
after it went.”

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, May 17
9:00 a.m.
Duluth Grill

Get your team registered for
Building and Construction
Trades golf fundraiser
Duluth Building and
Construction Trades Council
will hold our its 28th Annual
Golf Fundraiser on June 9. All
proceeds to go toward local
Community Services/ United
Way programs that the council
supports.
Last year, the Duluth
Building and Construction
Trades Council’s golf event
raised more than $15,000.
The tournament will once
again be a four-person “team
scramble.” There will be plenty of prizes and donated gifts
to be given away. Lunch,
green fees and golf carts are
included in your entry fee. The
cost is tournament $125 per
individual and $500 per team.
Individual entries will be combined in order to form fourperson teams; two golf carts
are provided per team.

Hole sponsorships are also
available for $150. Your name
and logo if desired will be
included on the sponsored
hold sign.
The tournament is always a
good time and results in a lot
of support for worthwhile
local causes. The tournament
will begin with a shotgun start,
and all golfers will start at 9
a.m., rain or shine.
“If you are unable to attend
our Golf Day Event, a donation for our causes would be
greatly appreciated,” says Dan
Olson, event chair.
Please
make
checks
payable to Duluth Building &
Construction Trades Council,
Golf Day Event. If you need
further information call, 218724-6466; email sponsorship
information to president
@duluthbuidingtrades.com.

Midwest School for Women
Workers announces sessions
The 2018 Midwest School
for Women Workers will bring
together women, transfeminine, non-binary, intersex, and
gender non-conforming workers from across the Midwest
who want to renew our labor
movement and restore our
democracy.
Morning sessions will be
organized into four tracks:
Beyond the Workplace:
Strategies
for
Building
Community Alliances and
Creating a More Diverse
Labor Movement
Your Rights in the
Workplace
Leading with Strength and
Solidarity
Internal Mobilization &
Organizing
Afternoon workshops and
plenary sessions will address a
wide range of topics, including:
Effective Messaging for
Unions
and
Worker
Organizations
Labor History
Racial Justice at in the

Union and at Work
Understanding the Worker
Center Movement
Sexual Harassment and
Sexual Violence in the Union
and at Work
Immigration
and
Globalization
Tradespeople and Blue
Collar Workers
Building
Coalitions
Between Movements
Spanish/English interpretation will be available.
Online registration will be
available through Friday, May
25 through the University of
Minnesota website; search for
#MSWW2018 on Twitter and
Facebook as well.
Commuter tuition is $500
and includes parking, daily
lunch, snacks and two optional
dinners.
Room and board is $650
and incudes housing, parking,
and daily breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks.
For questions, please call
612-624-5020 or or email the
Labor Education Service at
les@umn.edu.
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Letter: Pawlenty hopes state
doesn’t remember his record

Changing of
the guard:
A new editor
brings a new
voice to paper
By Catherine Conlan
I’ll never forget hearing
everyone from the various
locals talk in the halls of the
Labor Temple about whether
their people had all been
accounted for after the fires at
the Superior refinery.
In the hours after the dark
plume of smoke rose over the
Twin Ports last week, I heard
members of different unions
checking in with each other in
the halls of the Labor Temple.
People were chasing down the
well-being of electricians and
laborers and pipefitters, and
reassuring and supporting each
other through the uncertainty.
I’m proud to be a part of the
solidarity and courage I saw
the day of the Husky Refinery
explosion. It kept me grounded
in my role as the new editor

and manager of the Labor
World and helped guide the
production of my first issue.
And I won’t forget the pride
and dedication of the man
who’s left some pretty big
union-made boots to fill in this
role; no one worked harder to
tell labor’s story than Larry
Sillanpa, and I thank him for
providing guidance and advice
these past few weeks before he
took his well-deserved (and
long-awaited) retirement.
The experience of the past
few weeks has made me glad to
get back into journalism after
five years in business-tobusiness content marketing. My
Labor World next issues: entire career has been focused
on writing and editing: I’ve
May 23;
June 20;
for daily, weekly, semiJuly 11, 25; Aug. 8, 29; worked
weekly and monthly publicaSept. 12, 26; Oct. 10, 31; tions as well as online news
Nov. 14, 28;
Dec. 19. sources. I majored in Russian
language in college, which
LABOR WORLD
somehow feels like it could be
(ISSN#0023-6667) is published
useful in today’s climate, and
semi-monthly except one issue in
April, June, December (21 issues). lived there for almost two years.
The known office of publication is
I’ve always wanted to write
Labor World, 2002 London Road,
about sports, but throughout
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812.
my career ended up writing
Periodicals postage is paid at
about business because very
Duluth MN 55806.
few people want to write about
POSTMASTER:
business, and if you can do it
Send address changes to:
Labor World, 2002 London Rd., well, you’re stuck doing it.
Room 110, Duluth, MN 55812
I’ve been a member of the
Newspaper Guild as well as the
S-70
7
National Writers Union, a unit
(218) 728-4469
affiliated with the UAW that’s
FAX: (218) 724-1413
dedicated to freelancers and
laborworld@qwestoffice.net
authors. I’m proud to be a cardwww.laborworld.org
carrying union member in this
~ ESTABLISHED 1896 ~
Owned by Unions affiliated with the
position. Union issues are
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
important to my family as well:
Subscriptions: $25 Annually
My husband, Matthew, has
Catherine Conlan Editor/Manager
been a union carpenter for 20
Deborah Skoglund Bookkeeper
years and has also been a memBoard of Directors
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Painters & Allied Trades 106;
Dan O’Neill, Plumbers &
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Dan Leslie, IBEW 31;
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Scott Dulas, NALC 114

The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers
and unions. The views and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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railroad. We’ve raised our kids
in a union home, one that’s
focused on the pride that people take in their work, the
strength they have when they
work together, and the importance of a fair wage for the
work they do. John is finishing
his first year in college, and
Maia is wrapping up her freshman year in high school.
A change in editors
inevitably means a change to
the Labor World. And over the
next few months, you will
notice some changes in the
paper’s appearance and tone;
Larry is, after all, inimitable.
Over the long term, I want
to overhaul the Labor World
website and provide regular
updates online, as well as
establish a social media presence that better serves union
members and the larger labor
community.
But what won’t change is
the dedication that the Labor
World holds for those it serves,
and the commitment to telling
labor’s side of the story, both in
print and online. Through it all,
I want to hear from you —
what you think is important,
how you think I’m doing, what
you want to see more of, what
you know and what you’ve
heard. Send me pictures, text
and tips about what you see
during your work day, and
we’ll tell labor’s story together.

Fair
Use Notice
The Labor World may contain
copyrighted material the use of which
has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner.
We make such material available in
our efforts to advance understanding
of labor, economic, political, human
rights, democracy, social justice, and
environmental issues. We believe this
constitutes a 'fair use' of any such
copyrighted material as provided for
in Section 107, US Copyright Law.
In accordance with Title 17
U.S.C. Section 107, the material in
this paper and on the website is distributed without profit to those who
have expressed an interest in receiving the included information for educational purposes.

It appears Tim Pawlenty is
the leading Republican candidate for Minnesota governor,
with money pouring in already
from his Wall Street banker
friends. Yet an article in the
Duluth News Tribune pm
April 6 regarding Pawlenty’s
announcement said Minnesota
is “a state that’s lost its way
since he left office.”
Really? Minnesota lost its
way since he left office?
Maybe he is
hoping
Minnesotans have lost their
memory.
As Minnesota’s governor
from 2003 to 2011, Pawlenty
promised his republican
friends that he would not raise
taxes — in writing — but he
did raise the state sales tax
and added what he called a
“fee” — not a tax — on cigarettes.
In his second term, he
inherited — we inherited — a
$2.7 billion deficit from his
first term which he attempted
to erase by buying down $1
billion from the tobacco suit
settlement, by “borrowing”

$1.6 billion from our K-12
public school system, from
“unalloting” $400 million
from poor peoples Health
Care Access Fund and other
accounting shifts. Pawlenty’s
“unalloting” of a $5.3 million
dietary program was determined by the Minn. Supreme
Court to have exceeded his
constitutional authority.
Despite using Federal stimulus money available then, K12 school funding fell from
$9,700 to $8,400 per student
(inflation adjusted) during his
two terms. When he left office
in 2011, he left Minnesotans
with a $5 billion state deficit,
the seventh largest then in the
United States.
Former Governor Arne
Carlson told Time magazine,
“I don’t think any governor
left behind a worse financial
mess than he (Pawlenty) has.”
Arne Carlson was right then,
and we don’t need a three-peat
of Pawlenty now.
George A. Sundstrom,
Retired Union Sheet Metal
Worker

Special thanks to union moms
on Mother’s Day, May 13
Being a mom isn’t easy.
That’s why we love them,
because only they know what
it takes to raise a child. That’s
also why we have enormous
respect for moms who are also
union activists – they do all
the things that moms do but
also stand up for their union
family.
They hold member meetings, go to rallies, write their
members of Congress for the
cause they believe in, and
make sure that everyone is
treated with dignity and
respect. And they do all this so
seamlessly that many people
don’t even know they’re a
union mom.
Can you spot a union
mom? Are YOU a union
mom? Here are 8 signs you
are a union mom:
* You’re on a conference
call, scheduling a meeting,
cooking dinner, and herding
your kids without missing any
incoming emails.
* You demand to bargain
with your kids over the hours
and locations of their cell
phone usage.
* You get excited when
your teenager agrees to go to a

rally with you.
* After dealing with bad
managers for years, nothing
scares you, including when
your two-year-old has just
eaten your dog’s treat off the
carpet.
* You can smell a lie from
a mile away, whether it’s from
the agency LR rep or your
seven-year-old. That’s why
the seven-year-old immediately confesses that he ate the
entire cake you just baked for
your best friend's birthday
after initially suggesting the
dog did.
* You proudly explain to
your kids why you boycott
clothing stores, grocery stores,
and fast food joints that don’t
treat their workers right.
* Your happy hour is when
the contract is ratified and the
members you care for thank
you for your hard work!
On this Mother’s Day, celebrate a union mom in your
life and tell her how much you
appreciate what she does not
only for her family but also for
her colleagues and fellow
Americans.
— AFGE.org
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Five years later: Lessons learned from the West Fertilizer plant explosion
By Jordan Barab
Editor, Confined Space
Five years ago, April 17,
2013, a fire broke out at the
West Fertilizer company in
West, Texas. Emergency
responders rushed toward the
facility which contained 40
tons to 60 tons of fertilizergrade ammonium nitrate.
But 20 minutes later a massive explosion ripped through
the building, killing 12 responders and three others, injuring
252 people and damaging or
destroying 500 buildings. A 22unit apartment complex and a
145-bed nursing home across
the street were destroyed. Two
of the victims who died lived at
the
apartment
complex.
Another lived at the nursing
home.
Much of the town has been
rebuilt, but the emotional scars
remain: The disaster displaced
hundreds of people and left
many others injured or
bereaved, and its emotional toll
continues.
In the first couple of years
after the explosion, five suicides were connected to the
aftermath of the incident, said
Jim Ellor, a Baylor University
social work professor who has
volunteered to provide counseling in West over the last five
years. He said long-term stress
has continued around the community.
“There is always a sense of,
if I live in West and there’s a
fire, I won’t go to my picture
window to watch it,” he said.
“It hits so deeply, the new normal is to still have some scars
from it.”
What are some of the lessons learned and not learned
from the explosion?
• Don’t Let A Good
Catastrophe Go To Waste. It
sounds cynical, but the fact is
that all-too-often, progress is
made in this country only as the
result of a disaster that brings
to the surface policy failures
that should have been corrected
long before.
The West explosion, along
with several other smaller
chemical plant incidents in the
months before, led President
Barack Obama to issue
Executive Order 13650,
“Improving Chemical Facility
Safety and Security.” It called
for additional measures by
government agencies to further
improve chemical facility safety and security. Among the
specifics that came out of the
executive order were efforts by
OSHA,
EPA
and
the
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“There is always a sense of, if I live in
West and there’s a fire, I won’t go to my
picture window to watch it. It hits so
deeply, the new normal is to still have some
scars from it.”
— Jim Ellor, Baylor University social
work professor who has volunteered to
provide counseling in West over the last
five years.
Department of Homeland
Security to coordinate their
efforts and to modernize regulations that protect workers and
the public from explosions and
uncontrolled releases.
• Corollary: Protections
Delayed Are Protections
Denied. This is actually a
corollary to lesson 1 above.
EPA and OSHA immediately
set out to improve their protective regulations. EPA’s modernized Risk Management
Program rule was issued in the
waning days of the Obama
administration and has met the
anti-regulatory meat cleaver of
Scott Pruitt. OSHA, whose regulatory process is much slower
than EPA’s, was hard at work
on modernizing its Process
Safety Management Standard
(PSM), although the agency
has been Missing in Action
since the start of the Trump
administration.
Meanwhile, the executive
order called on OSHA to fix its
flawed PSM “retail exemption.” After the West Fertilizer
explosion, OSHA discovered it
was not covered by OSHA’s
Process Safety Management
and had therefore not been
inspected since the mid-1980s.
The reason was the little
known “retail exemption” that
categorized the fertilizer facility as a retail establishment,
exempted from the PSM standard, despite the thousands of
tons of ammonium nitrate and
ammonia it contained. OSHA
set out to fix the flawed definition of a retail establishment,
but the Agricultural Retailers
Association successfully lobbied Congress to stop OSHA
from regulating such establishments, and the Supreme Court
later said OSHA had to go
through full rulemaking to
make the change.
The problem was it had
taken OSHA over two years to
make the change to the retail
exemption, by which time the
impact of the West disaster had
largely faded from memory,
along with the urgency to make

the necessary changes to
ensure that flawed policies like
the retail exemption didn’t lead
to similar future catastrophes.
• Beware Of Negative
Corpus (and agencies bearing false methodologies). In
May 2016, the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(ATF) shocked the country by
announcing they had determined the fire that led to the
explosion was a criminal act
and that they believed that
someone had deliberately set
the fertilizer plant on fire.
The agency also offered “a
reward of up to $50,000 for
information leading to the
arrest of the person or persons
responsible for the fire and subsequent
explosion.”
Unfortunately, absent any actual evidence, the ATF used the
discredited method of “negative corpus” to reach that conclusion.
Negative corpus is defined
as “The process of determining
the ignition source for a fire, by
eliminating all ignition sources
found, known, or believed to
have been present in the area of
origin, and then claiming such
methodology is proof of an
ignition source for which there
is no supporting evidence of its
existence.”
In other words, process of
elimination. The National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA)
has declared “negative corpus”
to be a violation of scientific
method.
• Elections Have Consequences. Fast forward to the
election of Donald Trump in
November 2016 and then to
June 2017 when Trump’s EPA
administrator Scott Pruitt
announced a two-year delay in
implementation of the updated
Risk Management Program.
The delay came in response to
petitions from the chemical
industry to weaken or repeal
the rule, but Pruitt’s used the
ATF’s faulty findings as justification for reconsideration.
According to Pruitt, the
delay was needed “to allow the

agency to conduct a reconsideration proceeding and to consider other issues that may
benefit from additional comment.” The new rule, issued in
the last days of the Obama
administration, had significantly improved communication between facilities and
emergency responders, clarified information that emergency responders need to safely respond to incidents,
required root cause analyses
of chemical plant incidents
and near misses, and required
chemical facilities to consider
“inherently safer” chemicals
and production processes.
• Check Out Your
Neighbors. The West facility
was built in 1961 and opened
for business in 1962 in the
middle of a field, far from
homes or buildings. But over
the years, schools, homes and
apartments were built near the
plant. A park was constructed
less than 150 feet from the fer-

tilizer facility.
And West is not alone. The
Chemical Safety Board, in its
West accident report, found
that of the 40 fertilizer facilities in Texas as of October
2015, almost half were within
a half mile of a school, nursing
home, or hospital, while 8 out
of 10 were within a quarter
mile of a home. Neither the
federal government nor the
state of Texas have regulations
relating to siting facilities that
store and distribute ammonium nitrate fertilizer near communities such as West.
• Those Who Ignore The
History
Of
Chemical
Disasters Are Doomed To
Kill More People It’s only a
matter of time.
Jordan Barab, former deputy
director of the Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration and a former
union safety and health director,
edits Confined Space, a blog on
job safety and health issues

The victims of the West Fertilizer plant explosion
Morris Bridges Jr., 41, a fire sprinkler technician for
Action Fire Pro in Waxahachie and a member of West
Volunteer Fire Department.
Perry Calvin, 37, a student at Hill College Fire Academy
and a member of Mertens and Navarro Mills volunteer fire
departments.
Jerry Chapman, 26, a member of Abbott Volunteer Fire
Department and in training to become an emergency medical
technician.
Cody Dragoo, 50, a foreman at West Fertilizer Co. and a
member of West Volunteer Fire Department.
Kenneth “Luckey” Harris Jr., 52, a Dallas Fire-Rescue
captain and owner of Harris Home Inspections and
Construction.
Adolph Lander, 96, a resident of West Rest Haven
Nursing Home who died the day after the explosion. His
death is attributed to trauma from the blast.
Jimmy Matus, 52, owner of Westex Welding and a member of West Volunteer Fire Department.
Judith Monroe, 65, a native of Sinton, Texas, moved to
West in 2001. She was in the apartment complex adjacent to
the West Fertilizer Co. plant when it exploded.
Joey Pustejovsky Jr., 29, secretary for the city of West and
a volunteer firefighter. His parents and son have spearheaded
a project to rebuild the town park complete with a memorial
to those lost in the blast.
Cyrus Reed, 29, a member of Abbott Volunteer Fire
Department. He was completing his last night of EMT basic
training when he went to assist at the plant fire.
Mariano C. Saldivar, 57, a native of Mexico, lived in an
apartment complex adjacent to the fertilizer plant. Saldivar
retired to West after working for years in the warehousing
industry in California.
Kevin Sanders, 33, a member of Bruceville-Eddy
Volunteer Fire Department, was taking an EMT class when
he went to assist at the plant fire.
Doug Snokhous, 50, a Central Texas Iron Works employee and a member of West Volunteer Fire Department.
Robert Snokhous, 48, a Central Texas Iron Works
employee and a member of West Volunteer Fire Department.
William “Buck” Uptmor Jr., 45, owner of fence-building
company Uptmor Welding and Construction.
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Workers Memorial day a time to remember the fallen...from page 1
that beautiful day is enjoyed,
into a beautiful evening and
weekend, and everyone comes
home safe and happy from
their job.”
The Duluth CLB has
marked Workers Memorial
Day for the past 29 years,
which is usually celebrated
nationally April 28. There has
not yet been a year free of
deaths to remember. “It’s our
goal every year that we can
just plant a tree to plant a
tree,” said Rachel LoefflerKemp, community services
director for the AFL-CIO. But
until then, workplace safety
must be a priority, she says.
Elected officials and union
leaders spoke about the
importance of workplace safety and how it goes beyond visibility vests and tie-offs for
construction or industrial jobs.
It’s also about nurses and
social workers having man-

ageable patient numbers and
caseloads, and teachers getting the resources they need
for safe classrooms.
Duluth Mayor Emily
Larson said job safety also
goes beyond protecting a person’s physical well-being. It
includes emotional and social
health as well, she said. In
addition, Superior Mayor Jim
Paine stressed that work is
more than just an economic
issue. “Work is about dignity
and respect and identity and
community,” he said.
Two days after the Duluth
ceremony, Superior Water
Light & Power and Minnesota
Power employees hosted a
pancake breakfast, followed
by the planting of a large oak
tree at the park at 18th and
Oakes, also in Grigoni’s memory.
The ceremony is an excellent reminder that the collec-

tive bargaining addresses
more than simply a wage
amount, McCuskey says.
Working conditions and standards are an important part of
the collective bargaining
process, and union jobs have a
lower injury and death rate
than non-union jobs.
Unfortunately, workplace
safety funding and regulation
for all jobs are under fire by
the Trump Administration.
For example, it rescinded the
so-called “walk-around rule,”
which allowed union representatives to accompany
OSHA inspectors as employee representatives during The Duluth Central Labor Body planted a tree in the green
inspections at non-union space behind the Labor Temple on April 23 for Workers
companies.
Memorial Day.

INJURED at Work?

STOCKMAN

LOST WAGES?
LAW OFFICE
MEDICAL BILLS?
Office 218.576.8599
PERMANENCY?
Anytime 218.393.5239
QRC?
RETURN TO WORK? stockmaninjurylaw@gmail.com
www.stockmaninjurylaw.com
ALL QUESTIONS?
Louis A. Stockman

Free Consultation. No Recovery, No Fee

Attorney

In Superior, Parks and Recreation employees helped plant
an oak tree as part of Workers Memorial Day ceremonies.
It is the first of an expected 18 oaks to be planted at the
park at 18th and Oakes.

Okay, finally, SPRING’s in our step!

Discounts on Union-Made footwear!
Duluth Red Wing Shoe Store
913 West
Central Entrance
Stone Ridge Mall

ANNIVERSARY SALE

%

40 OFF

218-722-1702
NO SALES TAX on
boots in Minnesota!

ALL FRAMES

Store
Hours:

Model 3504Men's SuperSole® 2.0
8-inch Boot

M-Th 9-7
Fri 9-6
Sat 9-5
Sun 11-4

THIS SALE ONLY HAPPENS ONCE A YEAR! ENDS MAY 31.
Aurora | Cloquet | Duluth Kenwood | Grand Rapids | Hinckley
Moose Lake | Superior | Two Harbors | West Duluth

visionprooptical.com

Proudly Union Made
in Red Wing, Minnesota
& Potosi, Missouri!
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WE BILL FOR YOUR UNION BENEFITS

Be — and be seen
*Some exclusions apply. Cannot be combined with any other offer.
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Jobs for Minnesotans gives
admin judge’s ruling on Line
3 project mixed reviews
Jobs for Minnesotans
announced recently it supports
the recent Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ) recommendation
to the Minnesota Public
Utilities Commission to
approve the certificate of need
for the Line 3 Replacement
Project.
At the same time, the
organization said it disagrees
with the ALJ’s condition
applied to this recommendation to replace Line 3 in the
same trench and instead
strongly believe the Minnesota
Public Utilities Commission
should approve the certificate
of need and route permit on
Enbridge’s preferred route.
Harry Melander, president
of the Minnesota Building and
Construction Trades Council, a
co-founding organization of
Jobs for Minnesotans, said the
ruling was a “step in the right
direction” but said the ruling
didn’t go far enough.
“We’re pleased that the
Administrative Law Judge recommendation acknowledges
the need for replacing aging
infrastructure in our state,”
Melander said.
“This recommendation is a

step in the right direction
toward putting our homegrown
talent to work with quality jobs
that support their families and
create opportunities for the
next generation.”
Melander said the replacement component recommendation was not in the ‘best interests of Minnesotans. “We do
disagree, however, with the
ALJ’s decision to recommend
the pipeline be replaced along
its existing route,” he said.
The organiztion said it
would continue to fight for the
economic opportunities that
safe energy transportation projects like the Line 3
Replacement Project will create, including 6,500 Minnesota
jobs and a staggering total economic impact in the state of
more than $2 billion and annual property tax revenue of
$19.5 million each year
according to a University of
Minnesota Duluth study.
The Line 3 Replacement
project would transport crude
oil from Canada to the
Enbridge Clearbrook Terminal
near Clearbrook, Minnesota,
and from there to Enbridge’s
terminal facility near Superior.

Formerly

218-729-7733
www.centricity.org
in
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IBEW 242’s Darik Carlson (left) and Kyle Bukovich picket Verizon Wireless for bringing
in Vinco Inc., a non-union contractor from Forest Lake, to do work on its project along
London Road, near the Edgewater Hotel and Waterpark. Carlson noted the trades have
a good relationship with the Edge and is disappointed in Verizon’s choice to use Vinco.

Give this, not that for food drive...from page 1
looking for a dozen teams of
volunteers, each with a roomy
vehicle, a driver and a walker.
The driver will be assigned a
specific carrier route, while the
walker will collect the food
and load the vehicle.
CHUM is also looking for
volunteers to help work at the
dock at the Main Post Office in
the afternoon to unload vehicles and put donations into
containers.
If you can help in any way
please contact Scott at 218727-2391 or email him at
svandaele@chumduluth.org.
Food donations stay in the
community, making the food
drive a national effort that gets
local results and helps your
neighbors. Over the past 25
years, the drive has collected
and delivered more than
1.6 billion pounds of food.
It’s a massive one-day
undertaking: Almost 1,500
NALC branches in all 50
states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam
and the Virgin Islands are
involved, along with volunteers from the community and
other union members.
You may have received a
bag from your letter carrier to
fill for the drive, or you can fill
your own bags or boxes for the
letter carrier to pick up (plastic
bags help if it’s raining). Help
make the drive a success by
leaving food at your mailbox
or volunteering on May 12.

What to donate?
Van Daele says the most
useful food products to
donate include:
Coffee
Hot chocolate
Apple cider
Kool-Aid
Canned stews, beef stew
and chili
Spaghettios
Canned ravioli
Fruit cocktail, pears, mandarin oranges, peaches,
pineapple, applesauce, all in
cans
Canned whole corn, carrots, mixed vegetables, peas
Rice-A-Roni
Ramen noodles
Canned chicken noodle
soups, chunky soups and
tomato soup
Canned tuna and salmon
Spam
Peanut butter

Macaroni and cheese
Cereal
While most items are welcome, there are several items
that aren’t needed or are difficult for distributions centers to store, handle or distribute. During this food
drive, please do NOT donate
the following items:
Frozen food
Homemade or homecanned items
Expired, damaged or
open items
Any food in glass containers
Individual baby food
products — if you want to
donate baby food, it must be
by the case or pallet because
of special handling requirements for the receiving
organizations.
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Report finds teachers are paid less than their peers, and they’re tired of it
By Sylvia Allegretto
Economic Policy Institute
Following West Virginia’s
lead, teachers in Kentucky,
Oklahoma and Arizona are
walking out and demanding
change, while teachers in ptjer
states are considering doing the
same. Some teachers say students who participated in the
March for Our Lives actions
across the country inspired
them to speak up.
But the tipping point goes
deeper than that. Teachers have
finally had enough. Why?
Because teachers across the
country have watched their
states make dramatic cuts to
investments in schools, students, and teachers—often
while those same states implement tax breaks for individuals
and corporations.
Teachers are concerned
with a range of issues, from
books and supplies to safe
buildings. And they are burdened by growing pay
inequities. Over the last two
decades, teachers are contributing more and more toward

health care and retirement costs
as their pay falls further
behind. Teacher pay (accounting for inflation) actually fell
by $30 per week from 1996 to
2015, while pay for other college graduates increased by
$124.
In short, the teacher pay
gap—the difference between
what teachers earn in weekly
wages compared with similarly educated and experienced
workers—has widened signifi-

cantly. Even when accounting
for benefits, the teacher compensation gap increased by 9
percentage points, to 11.1 percent over that same time
frame.
Teacher pay gaps vary considerably across the United
States. The ratio of within-state
ratios of public school teacher
wages to other college graduates for the overall United
States is 0.77, meaning that, on
average, teachers earn just 77

Oklahoma City AFT accepts pay-raise bill
OKLAHOMA CITY—The
2,600-member Oklahoma City
American Federation of
Teachers recently accepted the
legislation approved by the
state House of Representatives
and Senate, to raise teacher
salaries by about $6,000 and
raise several taxes to pay for
the wage increases and more
investment in schools.
“Teachers’ voices were
heard and reflected in this bill,
which acknowledges that educators have been woefully
underpaid and undervalued
and that schools have been
grossly underfunded,” said Ed

Allen, president of
the
Oklahoma
City
AFT.
However, he stressed that the
bill should only be considered
the beginning of change.
“While the Oklahoma City
AFT accepts this package of
pay raises, tax increases and
education investment, we consider it a down payment,” he
said. “Families need much
more to feel assured that
schools can recruit and keep
quality educators and that kids
get the resources they need to
succeed. The fight goes on,
especially to pass the
November referendum to raise

the gross production tax on oil
and gas to 7 percent.”
The AFT represents 1.7
million pre-K through 12thgrade teachers; paraprofessionals and other school-related personnel; higher education
faculty and professional staff;
federal, state and local government employees; nurses and
healthcare workers; and early
childhood educators.
Teachers in Oklahoma City
participated in a nine-day
walkout to protest to put pressure on lawmakers, similar to
other walkouts around the
country.

percent of what other college
graduates earn in weekly
wages. Arizona (0.63) has the
lowest ratio (the largest pay
gap), while Wyoming (0.99)
has the highest ratio (the smallest pay gap).
Not surprisingly, striking
teachers live in states with
some of the largest pay gaps. In
Arizona, teachers earn just 63
cents on the dollar compared
with other college graduates.
That gap is 79 cents in
Kentucky, 67 cents in
Oklahoma, and 75 cents in
West Virginia.
These gaps amount to vast
differences in earning over a
career. It is not surprising that
there are teacher shortages
across the United States as college students, especially
women, choose other professions. In 18 states, public
school teacher weekly wages
lag by more than 25 percent.
There is no state where teacher
wages are equal to or better
than those of other college
graduates.
Teachers are acutely aware
that students are the future of
this country. Yet we are not
able to adequately prepare our
greatest assets, our students, if
we don’t adequately invest in
our teachers. It’s little wonder
that strikes and walkouts are
occurring now. Given the
trends in pay and benefits,

many more teachers may soon
be joining the picket lines.
So how does the
Northland measure up?
Compared to the national
average,
teachers
in
Minnesota and Wisconsin
tend to have a higher wage
ratio to other college graduates. The average for the
United States is .77, meaning
teachers earn 77 percent of
what other college graduates
earn in weekly wages.
Minnesota’s ratio is 82.29,
while Wisconsin’s ratio is
82.55. And while it is higher
than the media, it still represents a gap compared to peer
earners.
These figures compares
weekly wages. State totals are
weighted averages of the
B.A.- and M.A.-level weekly
wages where the weights are
the shares of teachers with a
B.A. or M.A. This ensures
that the distribution of education among teachers and other
college graduates does not
affect the comparison. Data
are for workers age 18–64
with bachelor’s or master’s
degrees and positive wages,
excluding
self-employed
workers.
Source: EPI analysis of
pooled 2011–2015 Current
Population Survey Outgoing
Rotation Group data.
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Trumka: Collective action rises across U.S.
In light of collective action
by teachers in several states,
AFL-CIO President Richard
Trumka expressed solidarity
with teachers across the country. “Real change happens
when regular people loudly
and unapologetically join
together to make it happen,”
he said.
“This collective action—
the foundation of the labor
movement—is being put on
full display by our nation’s
teachers. The country is taking
notice. It’s powerful. It’s making a difference. And the entire
labor movement is growing
stronger because of it.”

Trumka described the challenges teachers face as a
“rigged system” that has made
it difficult for them to do their
jobs and support their families. “When working people
dutifully play by the rules and
still can’t get ahead, they’re
going to upend those rules,”
Trumka said.
The labor leader hailed the
actions of those who are
“upending the rules.” “That’s
exactly what’s happening
today. Teachers, from West
Virginia and Kentucky to
Oklahoma and Arizona, are
fighting to overturn a rigged
system that has left them
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behind for decades. They’re
inspiring a resurgence of collective action among all working people who are hungry for
real change to improve our
lives.”
Trumka expressed support
for and and solidarity with the
teachers who are taking collective action to improve conditions for themselves and
their students.
“The 12.5 million members
of the AFL-CIO are proud to
stand with all those marching
to secure a brighter future for
our teachers, students and
families,” he said.

DIVORCE • PATERNITY
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
STEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS
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AFL-CIO’s latest workplace safety report sees increase in deaths on the job
According to a report
released by the AFL-CIO,
5,190 American workers died
on the job in 2016, an increase
from 4,836 deaths the previous
year. Another estimated 50,000
to 60,000 died from occupational diseases, meaning
approximately 150 workers
died on the job each day from
preventable, hazardous workplace conditions. Overall, the
national job fatality rate
increased to 3.6 per 100,000
workers from 3.4 in 2015.
“We deserve to walk out the
front door in the morning
knowing we’ll return home
safe and healthy after a full
day’s work,” said AFL-CIO
President Richard Trumka
(UMWA). “It’s a travesty that
working people continue to
lose their lives to corporate
greed. The selfish and reckless
decisions being made in boardrooms and in Washington are
killing the very people who
built this country. This is officially a national crisis, and it’s
only getting worse.”
The report, titled “Death on
the Job: The Toll of Neglect,”
marks the 27th year the AFLCIO has produced its findings
on the state of safety and health
protections for workers within
the United States. The report
shows the highest workplace
fatality rates are in Wyoming

How does the Northland compare?
Penalties in cases that involved deaths of workers varied by
state. Minnesota had the highest median penalty of $25,000.
Rhode Island and Montana were at zero dollars.

coal miners seen in years. fibrosis (PMF) were reported
More than 400 cases of from just three Appalachian
advanced progressive massive clinics from 2013 to 2017.

Minnesota had 92 workplace fatalities in 2016, for a rate of
3.4 fatalities per 100,000 workers. Wisconsin had 105 for a
rate of 3.6, the national average. Minnesota’s fatality rate
has risen markedly in the past three years, while Wisconsin
has held steady.
Minnesota reported 62,900 cases of workplace injuries and
illnesses in private industry, a rate of 3.3 percent. Wisconsin
reported 72,4000, for a rate of 3.7 percent. The national rate
is 2.9 percent.
(12.3 per 100,000 workers),
Alaska (10.6), Montana (7.9),
South Dakota (7.5) and North
Dakota (7.0).
Startlingly, workplace violence is now the second-leading cause of workplace death,
accounting for 866 workplace
deaths, including 500 homicides. Yet, even as deadly violence increases in the workplace, the Trump administration has sidelined a proposed
OSHA workplace violence
standard.
Other report highlights
show that the construction,
transportation and agriculture
industries remain among the
most dangerous. In 2016, 991
construction workers were
killed—the highest total of any
sector. Agriculture, forestry,

fishing and hunting was the
most dangerous industry sector, with a fatality rate of 23.2
per 100,000 workers.
Despite these alarming
findings, OSHA continues to
face a desperate dearth of
resources. Responsible for regulating 9 million workplaces,
the agency’s 764 federal
inspectors would need 158
years to visit each site just
once. Yet, the administration
has continued to enact an
aggressive deregulatory agenda, gutting safety rules and
proposing deep cuts to worker
safety and health training.
In one case, the administration is considering rolling back
MSHA’s coal dust rule, even as
NIOSH is warning of the
largest cluster of black lung in

Jim

Balmer

10,000+ join unions during one week in April
In one week at the end of
April,more than 10,000 working people chose to join together in unions for the freedom to
negotiate a fair return on their
hard work. From flight attendants to graduate students, each
day more working people are
gaining the power to change an
economy increasingly seen as
rigged against them.
Here are some of the latest
victories for working people
who, through their unions, are
improving their lives:
● Almost 5,000 JetBlue
flight attendants will have the
freedom to negotiate with the
airline’s management after they
overwhelmingly voted in favor
of joining the Transport
Workers (TWU) on Tuesday.
● In a historical victory for
graduate students and research
assistants at universities who
have been fighting for a fair
return on their work, over
5,000 Harvard University
teaching and research assistants decided Thursday to join
UAW.
● The labor movement is
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growing in Southern states, as
evidenced Thursday when 700
working people at Atlanta Gas
Light, in Atlanta, Georgia,
voted to join the Electrical
Workers (IBEW).
● On Thursday, 2,000 personal support workers and 400
registered nurses at Spectrum
Health Care in the greater
Toronto area joined the
Machinists (IAM).
● In Pleasanton, California,
400 registered nurses from
Stanford
Health
Care’s
ValleyCare Medical Center
will join National Nurses
United (NNU) after a majority
of them voted to join the union.
●
In
Marlborough,
Massachusetts, 220 working
people from nurses to clerical
staff at UMass MemorialMarlborough Hospital decided
to join the State Healthcare and
Research Employees Union, an
affiliate of AFSCME.
● The wave of working people in digital newsrooms who
join together in labor unions
continues to grow. Recently,
The New Republic agreed to

voluntarily recognize its editorial staff’s decision to join The
NewsGuild of New York,
TNG-CWA Local 31003 of the
Communications Workers of
America (CWA).
“We’re living in a profound
moment of change. By joining
together in a union, working
people are joining, fighting and
winning together for the dignity that we’ve earned,” said
AFL-CIO President Richard L.
Trumka. “Despite rigged rules
and aggressive corporate
attacks, 260,000 new union
members joined our ranks last
year, and three-quarters of new
union members are under the
age of 34. As we gain density,
we gain power. As we grow in
numbers, we grow in influence.
That’s how we start to build the
America working people need.”
At a time when powerful
corporations and special interests continue to use a rigged
system to their benefit, this
kind of momentum proves that
working people are standing up
to defend the freedom to join
together in unions.

Stephanie

Balmer
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